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This paper discusses some of the knowledge systems challenges which have arisen from research to
develop an integrated systems understanding for catchment risk assessment using the Kongulai
Catchment in the Solomon Islands as a case study. The Kongulai Catchment supplies the majority of
water for the capital city Honiara but faces competing social and economic demands, significant
geological challenges and multiple management objectives.

The Kongulai catchment study has been based upon a broad participatory process to develop a
catchment model to assist water managers to identify risks and prioritise management actions. The
research, commission by AusAID through the Australian Water Research Facility, has been carried
out over several years by an interdisciplinary team which in itself has posed epistemological
challenges. At the core of the research methodology is the participatory process – initially a series of
separate community, NGO and government workshops – which has sought out qualitative data about
different perspectives, to augment the (limited available) set of quantitative indicators.

Efforts were made to bridge different knowledge systems in ways that helped to equalise the power
differentials that traditionally have privileged the approach of certain resource managers over others.
The research has also maintained a commitment to resolving scale issues incorporating local with
global/scientific knowledge as in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessments (MA 2003, MA 2005). The
process has brought together western analytical, traditional tacit and managerial knowledge systems
that initially challenged both government scientists/engineers and community members.

Increasing exposure has promoted a greater appreciation of different perspectives which recognises
multiple realities tied to scale and focus. However, some concepts continue to pose conceptual
challenges, such as the term ‘sustainability’ to traditional inhabitants and ‘demand management
versus meeting demand’ to water engineers. This paper explores the participant’s explanations for
these epistemological challenges, explanations which in themselves demonstrate a new integration
across knowledge system boundaries and which explain the most recent local initiative -- the joint
development of a catchment management plan with consultative committee.
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• Research partnership between Australian Agency for
International Development (AusAID) & IWC

• Research on water and development issues in the Asia
Pacific region

• Aims to:
– Contribute to aid effectiveness

– Increase research being undertaken on water in the Pacific

– Build research partnerships

– Involve young Australian researchers

This research is undertaken under the

Australian Water Research Facility



Partner organisations:
Division of Water Resources, Ministry of Mines and Energy

Solomon Islands Water Authority (SIWA)

Environmental Health Department, Ministry of Health



Background
• One of two case studies of catchment analysis for

systems understanding and risk assessment

• Provide AusAID with an interdisciplinary, systemic
foundation for assessing water issues and for
planning Aid interventions -- by demonstrating a
successful process

• Quantitative risk assessment model for improved
management
– Inclusive participatory process

– Systems analysis combining expert with local knowledge



Research Process
Aims of the research were to:

• develop a conceptual framework for Integrated
Catchment Assessment with interdisciplinary teams

• trial catchment assessment using participatory
process in Kongulai, Solomon Islands

• develop participatory model for scenario analysis -

– respond to specific needs of diverse stakeholders, but

– ultimately for (government) management purposes



• Google earth map zoom to kongulai
catchment



Honiara city boundary

Kongulai



• Kongulai Catchment

– karst limestone

– ~50 km2

– close to Honiara, provides ~60% of Honiara’s
water

– Most settlements along coast

– Water infrastructure (bores, pumping station)
managed by SIWA

– Water source is on customary land



Stages of research
• Develop conceptual framework

• Undertake situation and stakeholder analysis and
relationship building in Solomon Islands

• Build systems understanding of catchment
processes and risks through participatory methods
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Stages of research
• Develop conceptual framework

• Undertake situation and stakeholder analysis and
relationship building in Solomon Islands

• Build systems understanding of catchment
processes and risks through participatory methods

• Facilitate development risk assessment model to
enable generation of scenarios testing ideas for
improving management



Kongulai
System

# Other Pollutants

high

low

50.0

50.0

2.25 ± 1.5

* Runoff Quality (Microbial)

adequate

inadequate

55.0

45.0

210 ± 120

* Supply Quality (Sediment)

high

low

22.0

78.0

4.7 ± 4.8

* Treatment (Settling)

yes

no
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Catchment Population Increase

high
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50.0

50.0

3 ± 1.7

Water Quality
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moderate
poor
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16.8
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Environment/ Ecosystem Health
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moderate
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Water for Human Survival
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Policy and Planning
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Flooding

yes

no
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low

50.0
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high
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50.0

55 ± 29
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50.0
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Land Tenure Type
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50.0

50.0

Leadership at all levels/sectors

good

poor

50.0

50.0

Leakage and Losses

high

low

51.7

48.3

35.5 ± 18
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good
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54.0

46.0
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adequate
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50.0

50.0
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Agriculture

high

medium
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33.3
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33.3

Electricity
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Maintenance

Regular
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Affordable
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54.7

45.3

4.23 ± 3

* Supply Quality (Microbial)

aboveWHOlevel
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18.9
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2.44 ± 2.3
Household Income

high
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47.0

53.0

2380 ± 2400

* Supply Quantity

morethan210Lpd
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64.4

18.7
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high
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33.2

Climate Variability
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nochange
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33.3
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33.3
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high
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31.0

41.8

37.3 ± 27

* Runoff Quality (Sediment )

high
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40.2

59.8

5.02 ± 5.9
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50.0
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50.0

3 ± 1.7



Stages of research
• Develop conceptual framework

• Undertake situation and stakeholder analysis and
relationship building in Solomon Islands

• Build systems understanding of catchment
processes and risks through participatory methods

• Facilitate development risk assessment model to
enable generation of scenarios testing ideas for
improving management

• Synopsis of process for wider application



This presentation “Epistemological Gymnastics”

• focuses on two aspects of catchment analysis
process:
– Inclusive participatory process

– Systems analysis combining expert with local
knowledge

and epistemological challenges presented

• is a “work in progress” to be further informed by
research impact assessment (October)



Challenges
• Contested ownership of resource -- customary vs State

• Commitment to resolving scale and knowledge systems
issues incorporating local with global/scientific know-
ledge (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2003, 2005)

• Reconciling different views of how the world works --
socially constructed, testing our social rules for
knowledge against direct experience
– Different forms of knowledge draw upon different sources of

evidence/ authority (US National Research Council 1999)



For example many Environmental NGOs :

– operate in a “culture of critical discourse”

– draw on an international knowledge base therefore
taking on a universal applicability, independent of
place

– believe they are ‘both responsible for and
representative of the society as a whole” (Gouldner
1979)

“Erosion is bad”

“Catchment management requires……”



Inclusive participatory
approach



Inclusive participatory approach
• Followed principles of good public participation,

including customised design for circumstances
meeting local expectations

– Sought out local advice for trusted, respected local
adviser-translator

– Asked community how they wanted to be represented

– Both genders consulted across a range of ages

– Events held in comfortable, familiar surroundings



Community
meetings



Workshops with Government and NGOs

16 Government Departments

18 NGOs



The participatory process addressed:

• Issues of status, education, authority
– sequenced meetings, transferring information, adding

legitimacy to community information

• Strict Gender roles - work with but influence
– separate meetings, consolidated women’s group in

combined workshop

• History of conflict
– what consultation is not about

– clarity of purpose, focus on info/ data gathering



Combining local and expert
knowledge



Why include local knowledge?
• Ownership of problem

– Individual and community efforts are required to resolve

– Locus of authority for decisions affecting Water RM

– Insufficient regulatory clout esp. in developing countries

– Effective management requires convergence on key points

– Future adoption requires that results be credible and the
process be seen as legitimate

• Multi-faceted reality

– no one person/group holds all necessary information

– multiple & diverse values attached to water/ resources

– avoid oversights caused by excluding information



Challenges of blending differing
Knowledge Cultures

• Each type of knowledge reflects

– particular goals and priorities

– different paradigms, ways of communicating

– sources of evidence, interpretations of
significance

– ways to determine validity and utility

• eye-witness accounts

• theoretical rigour not a new idea



Five categories of knowledge used in
Western decision-making

• Individual

• Community/Local

• Specialist

• Organisational

• Holistic
--V. Brown, Sustainability and Health, 2001



Individual Knowledge--
Personal lived experience, lifestyle choices,

learning style, personality

Identity,

reflections,

ideas

--V. Brown, 2001



Individual Knowledge--
Personal lived experience, lifestyle choices,

learning style, personality
Brothers explored karst
limestone cave system/
sinkholes

Located new sinkholes
in logged area

Social value attached to
water collection systems



Local Knowledge--
Shared lived experience of individuals, families,

businesses, communities

Stories,

Events,

Histories

--V. Brown, 2001



Local Knowledge--
Shared lived experience of individuals, families,

businesses, communities
Historical/ colonial regulation
dictating pig containment

Increased or emerging water
resource flows in
exceptionally wet seasons

Flow changes/loss due to
increased geological activity/
earthquakes



Specialised Knowledge--
Science, finance, engineering, law, philosophy--

discipline based knowledge

Codified information

Case studies,

Experiments

--V. Brown, 2001



Specialised Knowledge--
Science, finance, engineering, law, philosophy--

discipline based knowledge

Geological maps

Water chemistry

Tracer studies

Electricity requirements for
pumping



Strategic Knowledge--
Organisational governance, policy development,

legislation, market

Agendas,

Alliances,

Planning

--V. Brown, 2001



Strategic Knowledge--
Organisational governance, policy development,

legislation, market

IWRM policy
development process

Forestry legislation

ODA opportunities



Holistic Knowledge --
Core of the matter, vision of the future, a common purpose,

aim of sustainability

--V. Brown, 2001



Individual

Local

Specialised

Strategic

Holistic

--V. Brown, 2001



Creating Holistic Knowledge
• Fuller understanding of socio-ecological

processes (human - environment interactions)

• Re-frames questions, re-defines problems &
challenges assumptions

• Often problematic goal in developed countries
– getting science on the ground, policy informed by

specialised knowledge

• Had not yet succeeded in SI



• Process has brought together western
analytical, traditional tacit and managerial
knowledge initially challenging government
scientists and community members alike

– “water in the landscape?” --> geological maps

– logging and new sinkholes, catchment
boundaries vs karst landscape

– social and institutional causality rather than
strict hydro-geological and climate-related
analysis of drivers and effects



How to combine Local and Expert Knowledge

• Millennium Ecosystem Analysis recommended
physical props. We used:
– large catchment/watershed maps

– directed small group discussions, stories

– problem trees (causality) constructed physically and
collaboratively

– card-sorting to establish priorities and provoke
discussion justifying these priorities

– development of scenarios

building relationships, sharing views of the world







Card Sorting to
prioritise factors



Aids to Integrating Knowledges

• Facilitated process enabling groups to
interact

• Bridging individuals who cross knowledge
systems -- eg. current or ex-government
employees attending other sessions

• Culturally acceptable/ respected community
guide/ interpreter

• Extended discussions (incl. social) over

identified common concerns



Outcomes
• Increased stakeholder’s networking & dialogue

• New relationships developed

• Discussing joint projects :

– Building trust – government, SIWA, landowners

– Catchment management plan

– Consult men and women (separately)

– Review of lease agreement

– Associations or partnerships

• Partnership & social learning via joint research



Remaining Challenges

• Sustainability (managing for)
– 40 years of environmentalism

– No such place as “Away”

– Everyone’s responsibility “Water is everyone’s business”

– Managed by tribal/clan chief

– rapid population growth, urban drift

– increasing economic development, climate change/
variability, seismic activity

– new participants in planning



Remaining Challenges (cont’d)
• Demand Management

• water resources knowledge limitations

• limited research-- adequate supply, regularity v dependability

• communication limitations

• awareness raising -- whose responsibility?

• Catchment Management
– Matching catchment mgmt needs to urban water supply

needs

– Owners’ livelihoods source of wealth

– Cultural connection, subsistence



Accomplishments
• Increases stakeholder involvement by developing a

relationship of mutual understanding recognising and
respecting other’s ways of viewing the world, other realities

• Opportunities to co-create knowledge systems using
comparative advantages of both practical, scientific and
strategic knowledge.

• Systems ‘frame’ raises importance of the quality of
relationships and interactions between the players and their
knowledge sets -- the “arrows” connecting the system
elements (Campbell 2006)



Australian Water Research
Facility

Thank You
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